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COMMENTS RECEIVED REGARDING  

FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE GUEMES ISLAND  

FERRY SCHEDULE AND FARE POLICY TASK FORCE 
 
The Task Force’s final recommendations regarding changes to the Guemes Island Ferry schedule and 
fares were released on December 12, 2003.  Since that date, three comments have been received.  
This document contains all comments received (verbatim) as of December 17, 2003.   
 
 
As a citizen of Skagit County and Guemes Island, I have followed the progress of the Guemes Island 
Fares and Schedule Task Force and reviewed their recommendations. I do not agree with all of their 
conclusions and certainly have my opinions on how things should be done. That being said, I am very 
satisfied that the Task Force process was open, that I was listened to and my views genuinely 
considered. The Task Force did their best to balance the desires and needs of all ferry users. 
 
The Task Force as a body and each individual on it has my appreciation for the work they have done. I 
especially commend the Commissioners and Public Works for inviting the citizens of Guemes, through 
the ferry committee and other representatives, to participate in resolving ferry issues and improving 
the system we depend on. I congratulate the Ferry Committee and Public Works for moving beyond 
their adversarial roles and cooperating to accomplish this task. Each of these aspects mark a significant 
departure from the way ferry issues have previously been addressed. I hope that this process will 
continue from its fine beginning. 
 
 
Dear Commissioner Munks: 
 
Toni and I appreciated the chance to talk with you today and we are encouraged by what you had to 
say.  The following is a ferry schedule and fare structure I would like to offer as an alternative to that 
proposed by the Ferry Committee.  The numbers are for basic concept only as they can be adjusted 
either direction to fit the County's data and IBU contract, etc. 
 
Run two crew shifts/day, the first starting at 0530 with the first ferry leaving Anacortes at 0630. 
 
0630 
0700 
0730 
0800 
0830 
Break (15 minutes) 
0915 
0945 
1015 
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1045 
Lunch break (45 minutes) 
1150 
1220 
1250 
1320 
1350 
Ferry back at Anacortes at 1410 and crew off at 1430 
9:00 hour shift and 14 turns (mid day break can be easily scheduled an hour either way) 
Second crew shift starts at 1330 and first run at 1420 
1420 
1450 
1520 
1550 (school run) 
Break (15 minutes) 
1630 
1700 
1730 
1800 
Dinner Break 
1910# 
2000# 
2100# 
2200# 
Ferry back at Anacortes at 2220 and crew off at 2300 
9:30 hour shift and 12 turns (mid day break can be easily scheduled an hour either way) 
The above schedule proposal is for Monday - Thursday only, however Friday, Saturday and Sunday will 
be similar. 
Now, the most important part of this proposal: Any ferry departing Anacortes after 1800 (#) 
Monday - Thursday only will be charged at double the normal fare.  If you hold a punch card for 
car and driver it will be 2 punches. If you are an adult walk on it will be two punches. If you are 
a cash customer the fare will be double. The only exception would be that children who are 
traveling home from school are free or, if walking home otherwise, a single punch. 
 
Don, you indicated that any schedule change would at least need to be "revenue neutral". This 
proposal should do that as: 
1. There is no need for a 4th crewmember.  Turns will be either 30 minutes or an hour so existing 
ticketing procedures should still apply. This alone could save the county around $100,000/ year. 
2. There is no wasted effort trying to make unneeded 20 minute turns which will cut down on fuel 
cost and maintenance cost. 
3. Evening turns after 1800 should, by themselves be almost revenue neutral as an average of only 
15 cars/ hour at a conservative $5.00/car will generate $75.00/ hour. 
4. You won't be paying crew members for not working - full shifts for all crew members during 
weekdays and even longer on Fridays and weekends.  I am sure the IBU would love this too as they 
would have more full time jobs and have work schedules that would give them 4 day work weeks. 
5. No extra ferries required (school ferries, etc.) 
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6. No dock changes necessary except for more parking which is needed anyway. 
7. The afternoon schedule after 1800 can be easily expanded to turns every 30 minutes if need 
without disrupting the basic schedule. 
8. Better coverage for ambulance ferries as you will have a crew available and ready to go up to at 
least 2300 every night. 
 
As far as implementing a schedule like this, if you really wanted to you could almost print up a 
schedule tonight and start running it tomorrow. You don't need to: "restripe the dock to allow for 2 
staging lanes" (also keeps more parking available), provide "a barrier to separate passengers from 
vehicles", "provide a visual cue to inform customers as to the loading status", find a way to identify 
where to "cutoff cars at 1800" and on and on..... The last car on the 1800 ferry is a single punch and 
the first car on the 1910 ferry is a double punch, its as simple as that. The Ferry Committee has 
"micro managed" their proposal to death in an effort to make :20 minute turns and jam 27 turns 
during a Monday - Thursday schedule.  Almost none of these changes would be necessary to make 
26 turns in a more relaxed and safer and professional manner. 
 
And finally, the customer, which is what this whole exercise is about in the first place (I still don't think 
the Ferry Committee quite realizes that fact yet). The public will have good, safe, reliable 
transportation across the channel. It will be from 0630 to 2200 on weekdays so that people who 
have to work for a living or who want to go to school evenings or who want to go to a movie or who 
want to eat out in a restaurant or who want to play in a school ballgame, who just want a life, etc. etc. 
(you get the picture) can just get home at night. Right now, about their only options are to sleep at a 
friends house or sleep in their car or buy a cheap hotel room ($50 is the cheapest I have found) or 
pay $33 to rent Island Express Charters. None of these are very good options so that makes an extra 
punch on their card look like a pretty good deal. 
 
Don, Thank you for you consideration of this proposal. 
 
 
Dear Sir: 
 
I have a residence on Guemes Island and want to voice my opinion on the recommendation by the 
Guemes Island Ferry Task Force Schedule and Fare Policy committee not to extend ferry hours past 
6pm on Monday through Thursday. This committees agenda does not serve or meet the needs of 
hundreds of Guemes residents like myself. First of all this ferry schedule has not changed for decades. 
This not 1965 anymore. Life is much more demanding of our time this century and most people who 
use the ferry are stressed physically and financially by its antiquated schedule. A 6pm cut off creates 
safety hazards as people race to meet the last ferry. I have had to stay off island many times because 
commuting to the real world does not work. I am one of just many residents who have built a home 
here, pay many thousands of dollars in state and local taxes, yet I am restricted from using my 
property because of a few residents desire to control growth management on the island by this 
restrictive ferry schedule. It seems to me that an increased ferry schedule would bring in added 
revenue into the system making this small yet important ferry safer and more viable. We must look 
toward the future of this ferry system not live in the past. I truly respect your part in developing a 
viable schedule that meets the needs of all the residents of Guemes Island and I hope your foresight 
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and common sense will prevail in this matter by extending the hours of this ferry to a more 
reasonable time frame.  
 
 
This is in reference to the public hearing scheduled for Monday December 22, 2003, at 1 PM 
 
The Guemes Island Ferry schedule and fare policy task force recommendations have two major 
deficiencies. 
 
First of all, I am deeply disappointed that our five person on-island ferry committee, (which was a part 
of the larger task force), strongly rejected the issue of extended service on weekdays, even though 
roughly half of all ferry users need or want this service. Their personal agendas came into play over 
representing all ideas from the island. This tipped the balance of power on the larger task force in the 
direction of recommending no change in the time of the last scheduled run. Scheduling the last run at 
about 6 PM on weekdays, which may have worked well earlier in the past century, is no longer 
reasonable. This holdover from the past is now responsible for several serious problems, as follows: 
 

1. Fewer and fewer working people can live with this restricted schedule. Years ago, a typical 
workday was from 8 AM to 4:30 or 5 PM. Now this work schedule is the exception, not the 
rule. Many working people have to move off the island because the ferry makes it impossible 
to live here.  

2. School children have almost no access to the many evening activities that is important for 
their proper development. Many families with children either have to move off the island, or 
arrange for their children to live on the mainland. This schedule is definitely anti-family. 

3. The island is gradually being turned into an area exclusively for retirees. Although I am an early 
retiree myself, this does not seem to be good public policy.  

4. The ever increasing number of triples and quadruples made on the 6 PM run is an indication 
that users need scheduled service later in the evening.  

5. Island residents are completely restricted from attending any weeknight activity on the 
mainland, because they are essentially locked in their neighborhood after 6 PM. Some 
residents do get around this problem by owning a second home on the mainland or owning a 
large boat moored in Anacortes that they can sleep on.  A few people occasionally sleep in 
their cars at or near the ferry dock. Restricting people from engaging in any activities after 6 
PM appears to be very poor public policy. There is almost nowhere in the United States with a 
public highway system, where people cannot leave their neighborhood after 6 PM on 
weeknights.  

 
The reason that half of the users do support such a restricted schedule, is that they are using it as a 
growth management tool. It seems like this is an inappropriate way to deal with this issue. That should 
be the job of the Growth Management Act.  
 
The second deficiency to the recommendations is the limited number of runs scheduled during the 
morning rush hour. From 11 AM to 6 PM, runs are scheduled every 20 minutes, (except for breaks), 
which I believe are needed to handle the increasing traffic, (especially if we continue to try to crunch 
all traffic into a relatively short period of time ending at 6 PM). But from 6:30 AM to 11 AM, runs are 
only scheduled every half hour. As a result, there are many more runs for residents traveling 
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northbound in the afternoon, than there are for residents traveling southbound in the morning. This 
bizarre schedule came as a result of issues and controversies dealing with the 3 versus 4 person 
crew. Some of the half hour morning runs are already over capacity, so the problem of getting off the 
island in the morning will continue to worsen. The addition of a 6 AM run would also help the 
morning crunch. 
 
Most of the other suggestions from the task force do make a lot of sense, but these two items above 
are definitely serious problem areas. 
 


